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INT. KITCHEN

A man walks into a kitchen, he is holding a knife and a 
bloody bag. He heads towards the refrigerator, he opens it, 
grabs some items, and then heads to the counter top. He 
begins to cut tomatoes, he cuts them with violent passion. 

He washes some iceberg lettuce and lets the tomatoes juice 
run off his hands. He takes some buns and places them in a 
toaster. Shots of plastic being ripped off the ground beef, 
and hands mushing it together. 

He cuts the beef and then places it onto a grill. The buns 
pop out of the toaster with force and shock. The cook places 
the buns on a plate, with the lettuce and sliced tomatoes. 

He gets out a bottle of ketchup, then squeezes it onto the 
buns. The patty is done, he uses a knife to get it off the 
grill. He scrapes the meat off the knife and onto the bun, 
he places the toppings on the patty.

The cook is finally done. He places the top bun, with 
ketchup on it, on the rest of the burger. He lets the excess 
ketchup run off.

The cook then takes the burger to a dinning table, with a 
guest seated at the table.

INT. DINING TABLE

BLAKE EMERSON
The best burger huh?

HUNTER
Yup...I think this is best recipe I 
have ever done

BLAKE EMERSON
(unsure)

I have had a lot of burgers...

HUNTER
(Cheeky)

Not like this one.

Blake takes a bite out of the burger, he chews it for a 
awhile.

BLAKE EMERSON
(Mouth full)

The toasted buns are a nice touch.
(beat)

The lettuce is unique 
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HUNTER
(confident)

I grew it myself!

BLAKE EMERSON
It shows

(beat)
The meat is...

HUNTER
(Mincingly)

Special

BLAKE EMERSON
Yea

(puts burger down)
I don't like it

HUNTER
(Shocked)

What!

BLAKE EMERSON
It's too game-y. It taste like 
iron.

Hunter gets up, knife in hand, he walks around the table.

BLAKE EMERSON
What is it, bison?

Hunter gets closer to Blake Emerson

HUNTER
Nooooo

BLAKE EMERSON
Deer?

Hunter moves closer

HUNTER
Noooo

BLAKE EMERSON
Not buffalo?

Hunter is right behind Blake Emerson, Knife raised. Blake is 
still inspecting the burger.

BLAKE EMERSON
(Beat)

Yea, it's not for me
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Hunter is about to make his move.

HUNTER
Well

(beat)
HOW ABOUT FROM YOU!

BLAKE EMERSON
(Bored)

What?

Hunter strikes

CUT TO:BLACK

INT. FRONT DOOR

A door bell is heard, Hunter answers it, finishing the 
burger, with a bloody knife in hand. Tyler is on the other 
side.

TYLER
I'm here.

INT. DINNER

Tyler sits down in the same spot that Blake was in

TYLER
(Trying to get 
comfortable)

Why is this seat warm?

Hunter sets a plate with a burger on it, in front of Tyler

HUNTER
(Changing the subject)

I don't know. 
(beat)

Try it.

TYLER
(Looking at the burger)

Trying the burger thing again?

HUNTER
I think I finally killed it this 
time.

TYLER
(Taking a bite)
(beat)

Nope
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HUNTER
WHAT!

TYLER
Yea, it's gross. The meat 
tastes...sarcastic.

HUNTER
(Sighs)

Hunter gets up, knife in hand.

CUT TO:BLACK

MATCH CUT TO:DINING 
TABLE

A Door bell is heard. Joey sits down in the chair

JOEY
So the best burger, huh?

HUNTER
(Setting a plate down)

Yup!

Joey takes a bite of the burger

JOEY
(Mouth full)

Oh my

Hunter starts to get up with his knife, ready to kill Joey

JOEY
(Mouth full)

I love human meat!

Hunter sits down, surprised.

HUNTER
(Shocked)

Really? You like it

JOEY
(Putting the burger down)

Yea, I had it at camp one time

HUNTER
(confused)

Camp?
(beat)

But you like it, and you aren't 
(MORE)
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mortified?
HUNTER (CONT'D)

JOEY
(thinking)

I liked the meat a lot

Hunter smiles

JOEY
But ketchup on a burger?

(Beat)
Gross!

Hunter's smile quickly changes to frown. He gets up knife in 
hand. Hunter's empty chair remains.

JOEY (O.S.)
What? Come on! Ketchup? Really?


